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THE JOHN MUIR 
N£WSL£TT£R 
JOHN MUIR & HIS READING INTERESTS 
by Ronald Limbaugh 
(Editor's note: Ronald Limbaugh retired in 2000 after thirty-four years at the U>ziversity of the Pacific, serving concurrently 
as director of the John Muir Center for Regional Studies and Rockwell Hunt Professor of California History) 
E en without considering his published works, John Muir's urvivingjoumals and private correspondence demonstrate . that he was a voluminous writer with unusual gifts. With his 
family and friends- and with himself- he carried on an effusive 
dialog, describing events, recalling anecdotes, lecturing and 
philosophizing, opening a channel to his soul and spirit in articulate 
and organized speech that seemed more like speaking than writing. 
His friend Jeanne CatT, wife of the professor at Wisconsin who 
provided Muir's first formal lessons in botany and geology, 
recognized and cultivated his literary talents, even to the point of 
colluding with another Muir friend to publish- without his 
permission- a rapturous letter he had written describing his 
discovery of a rare northern orchid.1 But Muir was more 
embarrassed than annoyed. He welcomed praise like any ordinary 
product ofEuro-American culture, and loudly protested only when 
other writers did not give him credit for his own ideas? 
Writing per se was not the problem; it was composing 
speeches and articles and books for public consumption that 
repelled him. Part of this repulsion grew out of his preference for 
experiential as opposed to academic learning. He learned by doing, 
by exercising the body as well as the mind in a simultaneous act of 
corporeal and cognitive exploration.3 Sitting at a desk drafting 
compositions for a magazine editor or book publisher drained his 
spiritual energies and took an inordinate amount of time- time 
better spent, he felt, in the woods or on a mountain-top beholding 
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nature's wonders.4 "I drifted about from rock to rock, from 
stream to stream, from grove to grove," he said, describing his 
"method of study" in Yosemite: 
Where night found me, there I camped. \Vhen I 
discovered a new plant, I sat down beside it for a 
minute or a day, to make its acquaintance and try to 
hear what it had to say .... No evil consequence from 
'a waste of time,' concerning which good people who 
accomplish nothing make such a sermonizing, has 
befallen me.5 
Another reason for his reluctance to publish was an 
obsessive search for the perfect tum of phrase. Like Thoreau and 
other nature essayists he had a poet's ear for the rhythm and 
sound oflanguage,6 but, as John Swett observed, he "polishes his 
articles until an ordinary man slips on them.7 This compulsive 
perfectionism left him intellectually incapable of letting go after 
just one or two drafts of a single composition. The only 
exception came during his intermediate years between 1879 and 
1898 as an intermittent correspondent for various San Francisco 
newspapers, when writing deadlines and difficult conditions in 
the field left him little time or energy for revision. But even in 
(continued on page 4) 
RESTORE RETCH HETCHY PRODUCES NEW 
DOCUMENTARY FILM 
(submitted by Ron Good) 
Restore Hetch Hetchy is proud to announce the completion 
of its new 20-minute documentary film, "Hetch Hetchy: 
Yosemite's Lost Valley." Narrated by Shari Belafonte, the film 
features brilliant footage and photographs of the Grand Canyon 
of the Tuolumne River by Emmy-award winner Sterling Johnson 
who lives near Yosemite and by the late Galen Rowell , formerly 
of Bishop, CA. Of course, Hetch Hetchy's great granite walls 
and booming waterfalls, Tueeulala and Wapama, are also 
included. The film will be used to promote Restore Hetch 
Hetchy's mission for a "win-win" restoration of Yosemite 
National Park's Hetch Hetchy Valley, and is now available on 
both VHS and DVD formats. 
The film features informative interviews with members of 
the Board of Directors as well as interviews with Ron Good, the 
RHH Executive Director and RHH Advisory Committee member 
Dr. Roderick Nash, Professor Emeritus of History at UC Santa 
Barbara, author of Wilderness and the American Mind. It also 
includes excerpts from an RHH interview with former Interior 
Secretary Don Hodel at his home in Colorado. In 1988, 
Secretary Hodel proposed Retch Hetchy's restoration and 
commissioned a preliminary study by the Bureau ofReclitmation 
to explore "win-win" restoration options. In his interview, 
Secretary Hodel advocates an update of that preliminary study, 
and states: "If the question is, 'Where do you go from here?' It 
seems to me it's still necessary to have a study. You need to 
know what the predictions are as to what will happen. You've 
got to be able to show San Francisco it won't lose its water, it can 
get its power replaced. I believe that's what a study will show . . . 
I think that you could fund the removal of Retch Hetchy dam 
with a public campaign that wouldn't require any federal money .. 
. It's like the restoration of the Statue of Liberty. That was done 
with public funds, not with taxpayer's money. And, it was a great 
project." 
If you are interested in ordering a copy of the video, contact 
Ron Good at P.O. Box 3591, Walnut Creek, CA 94598 or e-mail 
him at ron@hetchhetchy.org 
******************************************************** 
JOHN MUIR- YOSEMITE QUARTER COIN CONCEPT 
A top 2 Finalist for California Quarter Program 
(submitted by Harold Wood) 
California's new Governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger, gets to 
pick the new state quarter, but he has to choose from the five 
designs picked by former Gov. Gray Davis. Garrett Burke, the 
designer of the John Muir-Yosemite proposal, isn't worried. "I 
think this transcends politics," he said of the quarter competition. 
"This is a little piece of art." 
Garrett Burke's design is among the top two designs chosen 
by the U.S. Mint's Citizen Coin Advisory Committee, and by the 
U.S. Commission on Fine Arts, featuring Yosemite and Sierra 
Club co-founder John Muir. It is possible that Governor 
Schwarzenegger may feel an affinity for a fellow immigrant to 
California, and some of his appointments as governor show 
environmental sensitivity. However, the Muir design was second 
choice for both groups. the Coin Advisory Committee liked the 
"waves and sun" design, while the Commission on Fine Arts 
preferred the one with the golden gate bridge. Both groups felt 
both designs were too busy and need to be simplified. 
In many other states adopting their state quarter, tourism has 
figured importantly. Some argue that this should be a decisive 
criteria for California's coin too. Harold Wood, Chair of the 
Sierra Club John Muir Education Committee, said, "I think that 
Yosemite and John Muir design is a lot more evocative of 
California than the competing abstract "waves and sun" design, 
which could be Hawaii or Florida just as easily as California. And 
Yosemite will be here long after the Golden Gate Bridge and the 
Hollywood Sign are gone." Wood has been campaigning for letters 
to the Governor, and 
reports that letters 
have gone to the 
governor's office from 
all over the United 
States, and even from 
Scotland! But he 
hopes for even more 
letters as the word 
spreads about how 
close the Muir-
Yosemite design is to 
being selected. 
At this point, the 
U.S. Mint is waiting 
for approval from the 
secretary of the 
treasury for the final 
design recommendation. Once that is done, the final selections go 
to the Governor. A final decision is expected by May, 2004. 
Wherever you live, you can help put John Muir on the flip side of 
the California Quarter by contacting California Governor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger and asking him to support the Yosemite Valley-
John Muir design: 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
State Capitol Building 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Phone: 916-445-2841 
Fax: 916-445-4633 
Email: governor@governor.ca.gov 
The California quarter is due in January 2005 as the 31st quarter in 
the U.S. Mint 50-state quarter program. 
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Michael Branch is Professor of Literature and Environment at University ofNevada, Reno; 
and the editor of John Muir's Last Journey South to the Amazon and East to Africa: Unpublished Journals and Selected Correspondence 
(Island Press, 2001). Photo courtesy of Holt-Atherton Special Collections. 
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(continued from page I) 
his later years, with his literary reputation secure and his prose 
polished from decades of practice, he found the writing chore no 
less difficult. One only has to peruse the list of manuscript titles 
among his personal papers to realize how many times he reworked 
the same piece before he would release it for consideration by his 
publisher. For example, at least forty-four derivative versions, in 
whole or in part, of what was eventually published as Travels in 
Alaska are located in the Holt-Atherton collection at the University 
of the Pacific.8 From this it is not hard to figure out why Muir 
never was able to complete his Alaska book although he had begun 
the laborious task twenty-five years before he died. He might have 
learned from Thoreau, who questioned the wisdom of extensively 
revising original journal entries.9 Carlyle, quoting Dante, expressed 
a thought on the pain of writing that Muir read and appreciated: 
"This book .. . has made me lean for many years." 10 
Whatever the stylistic idiosyncrasies that limited Muir's 
productivity, he was also hindered by a more subtle problem, the 
need to reconcile his evolving nature philosophy with competing 
intellectual forces that sought his attention. His development as 
writer and nature advocate came in the mid-nineteenth century 
transition between the romantic age and the machine age. 
Romantics had broken the psychological fetters that the Age of 
Reason had placed on individual potential. 11 They rejected 
Enlightenment efforts to confine humans to a mechanical universe, 
bounded by unbreakable laws discovered through rational 
analysis.12 They accepted alternatives to empirical evidence as a 
source of truth. They sought new dimensions of human freedoiii; 
the regeneration of old institutions, and the birth of new ideas, both 
intuitive and cognitive. Nature they viewed not as a machine but ~s 
an organism, a model for renewal and change, the ultimate 
"metaphor for the regenerative quest.'' 13 
Romanticism was born in Europe but entered America 
through the influence of British literature, both poetry and prose. In 
the early nineteenth century Byron, Scott and Bums were the most 
popular British writers in America.14 By the 1840s other romantics 
gained in stature, largely through the work of Emerson. His nature · 
views were influenced by Coleridge'sBiographia Literaria, by 
Carlyle's volume of essays on Navalis, Richter and Schiller, and by 
Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey. 15 Muir eventually acquired all the 
writings of these authors for his own library, perhaps after reading 
Emerson in the 1860s and 1870s. Yet by Muir's time the Romantic 
Movement itself was moribund. It had declined in America by 1850 
and even earlier in Europe. Romantic ideas lingered in America, 
particularly in literature, art, philosophy and politics. But in the 
Victorian era the dominant metaphor was not nature but the 
machine, and the catalyst for a changing ideology was not literature 
but science. 
Muir's book notes and manuscripts show that he was caught 
up by the interaction between science and literature in the Victorian 
era. Darwin made a deep impression on him, yet he rejected the 
ontological implications of natural selection. Rather than accepting 
"scientific naturalism" as the sole source of knowledge, Muir 
remained at heart a Romantic. The Enlightenment and the 
subsequent machine age had reduced nature to an exploitive object. 
Like Emerson and Thoreau before him, Muir sought inner 
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restoration of the "divine spark," but unlike his transcendental 
predecessors he was not ambivalent about the impact of nature on 
humanity. 16 He believed nature held the keys to human moral 
progress, a feeling not shared by European positivists whose 
empirical findings in the late Victorian era made them 
increasingly pessimistic about the ability of humans to shape their 
own destinyY For Muir the dominant metaphor remained the 
"living organism," not the "dead machine." 18 
He was not alone, for many other Victorian writers and 
scientists shared his views. In literature the machine was both a 
god and a servant to man, a sign of technological progress but 
also a symbol for mechanistic thinking. Victorian writers were 
thus ambivalent: they praised the machine but also opposed a 
mechanistic, deterministic model of the universe. In the words of 
Herbert Sussman, this ambivalence led Victorians into "two 
antithetical literary modes of treating technology." One tried 
either to escape the impact of technology or to limit its effects. 
The other took up its banner and celebrated the new machine 
age. 19 
Victorian science divided over the same issue, the 
pessimists inclining toward the notion of fixed laws, the optimists 
leaning toward the idea of organic, ever-changing processes. 
They shared a common belief, however, in the power of nature 
over humans- the reverse of the Romantic view.2° Taking their 
cue from Darwin, they also emphasized nature'sunity and 
uniformity, the one great proto-ecological principle that linked all 
matter in the universe. 
"Stickeen," the most popular of Muir's animal stories, 
provides an-example of the· author's struggle to 'sy'ntli~size ' liis ' · 
own empirical discoveries with Victorian literature and science. 
But the depth of his observations was limited by the shallowness 
of his audience. As Peter Fritzen has noted, the best nature 
writers in America rejected conventional thinking. They tried to 
isolate themselves, establish a direct relationship with nature, 
gain insight, and develop their own epistemology. But when 
carried too far into metaphysical speculation, "they rescue 
themselves by physical description of nature." Muir, says 
Fritzell, like most popular writers was "constrained by language 
and culture." He used conventional science to describe nature, . 
and did not probe introspectively.21 As a writer his alliterative 
prose had literary appeal, and his practiced pen had developed a 
flair for "the flowing and harmonious sound of language," as 
Judson McGehee has written.22 Yet the writings Muir published 
in his lifetime fall short of the philosophical insight, the probing 
exploration of humanity and culture that characterizes the work of 
Thoreau. That, said McGehee, is the "chief reason for his present 
rather modest position in American literature. "23 But neither 
McGehee nor Fritzen had full access to Muir's personal library, 
and they did not study the effort Muir put into "Stickeen." In that 
story he started to engage in a deeper dialog with nature and the 
American public, but in the end succumbed to the dictates of 
convention. 
Like most free-lancers who depend on selling a manuscript 
for a living, Muir was a versatile writer. When he was working 
on unfamiliar regional topics or complex natural history articles, 
or trying to develop a case for conservation, he did what nature 
writers and other scholars ordinarily do: research the available 
.... 
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literature before putting pen to paper.24 In most instances he did 
this by purchasing books for home reference. For example, he 
spent long hours in his Martinez "scribble den" and at his retreat in 
a San Francisco hotel taking notes from books on Pacific Northwest 
history and geography while drafting the articles he contributed to 
Picturesque California. 25 He was not accustomed to spending time 
at a public library, even if one could be found?6 Besides, he 
distrusted scholarly books, especially if they 
were not based on direct field observations. As 
he told Jeanne Carr after purchasing and 
perusing Gordon's Pinetum, a reference guide 
to conifers compiled by a British botanist: "It is 
an 'exhaustive' work, very exhausting anyhow, 
and contains a fine big much of little. "27 This 
academic ambivalence, as well as his literary 
staleness because of the distracting years he 
spent in the Alhambra Valley tending to fruit 
and family, help explain why critics have 
dismissed Picturesque California as one of his 
least effective publications?8 
What distinguishes Muir as an effective 
writer are not his professional papers or 
scholarly contributions but his nature prose, the 
colorful bursts of energy and imagination that 
poured out in popular articles and books. 
These were products of personal observation 
and reflection, not scholarly research. His 
most popular writings originated either from 
home library for ideas and "models of behavior and evaluation." 
Her investigation revealed that regardless of literary quality, 
reading influenced both cognitive and emotional responses to 
daily events. In her words, "What one read, how much, even how 
one read, not to mention the size of the paternal library, were 
important markers of cultural style in middle and upper class 
homes."33 
In Muir's case we can document his 
use ofliterature as a writing tool by 
consulting the endnotes and marginalia in 
the books of his personal library. His 
accumulation of books stemmed directly 
from his enthusiasm for reading. From his 
earliest literate years to nearly his last 
breath he was a voracious reader. Though 
his reminiscences usually describe Scottish 
educational methods as draconian, he 
credited them with teaching him to read 
and with introducing him to "Llewellyn's 
Dog," the "best story of all" in his third 
book of grammro-.34 In Wisconsin, despite 
the wishes of his pietist father who 
opposed any sectarian literature, Muir 
borrowed books from friends and 
neighbors and acquired a few of his own. 
Before leaving the farm at Hickory Hill he 
had read all or parts of Plutarch, Virgil, 
Shakespeare, Milton, Cowper, the 
dir~ct field observations (My First Summer in Reniimtit poets, and Scott's Waverley 
the Sierra, The Thousand-Mile Walk to the (Photo courtesy of John Muir Papers, Holt-Atherton novels.35 
Gulf, The Cruise of the Corwin), from Department of Special Collections, University of the At the University of Wisconsin he 
published articles derived from earlier field Pacific. Copyright 1984 by Muir-Hanna Trust) broadened and intensified his reading 
notes (Mountains of California), from dictated reminiscences (The interests. Scottish grammar school had taught him the rudiments 
Story of My Boyhood and Youth), or from a combination of of Latin and French. Under Professor James Butler at Wisconsin 
observations, reminiscences, and previous publications (Travels in he continued work in those languages and at the same time took 
Alaska). For most of these pieces he relied on memory, assisted by up the study of Greek. Although not known as a linguist, he 
journal entries and other notes recorded in the field. Only when he became proficient enough to read some literary and scientific 
needed background information or facts not available fusthand did works in their original tongues, including the New Testamen1?6 
he resort to secondary sources, but those instances were rare.29 Bade said "a considerable section of his library" was given to 
The enduring popularity of Muir's written work derives not French travel literature, but the inventory taken at his death 
only from its timely content but also from its descriptive power and shows only seven volumes in that language.37 
emotional intensity.30 L.E. Pearson said no naturalist expressed Muir also came under the tutelage of the Carrs at the 
more passion for nature.31 William Bade credited his boyhood University. Dr. Ezra S. Carr, professor of chemistry and natural 
study and memorization of the King James Bible for the "dignity history, and his wife Jeanne were transplanted New Englanders, 
and rich quality of his diction, and his arrestingly effective highly educated, well read and personally acquainted with some 
employment of Biblical metaphors. "32 Muir readily admitted the of the notables on the scientific and literary landscape. They 
biblical influence, telling Bade that"[ ... ]" But this response is too generously shared their well-stocked library with the bright young 
facile, and probably taken out of context. Bade, who reported the man from Marquette County. He cherished the memory. "0 how 
statement, was after all a professor of religion and may have heard frequently, Mrs. Carr," he told her later, "when lonely and 
only what he wanted to hear. The comment undervalues the wearied, have I wished that like some hungry work I could creep 
importance of Muir's self-education through a broad, lifelong into that delightful kernel of your house, your library, with its 
reading agenda to complement experientialleaming. portraits of scientific men, and so bountiful a story of their 
The books he read heavily influenced both his writing style sheaves amid the blossom and verdure of your little kingdom of 
and substance. In Victorian America reading was particularly plants. "38 By 1864, when he abruptly terminated his formal 
important in upper middle-class homes. Cathy Davidson, studying training for a sojourn in Canada, he had become familiar with the 
the late-nineteenth century reading interests of the Hamilton family work of Benjamin Silliman in chemistry; Lamarck, Linnaeus and 
of Fort Wayne, Indiana, found that they frequently drew upon their Herbert Spencer in biology; von Humboldt, Louis Agassiz, John 
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Tyndall and Charles Lyell in geology; Carlyle, Hugh Miller, 
Thomas DeQuincey, Charles Lamb and other Romantics in history, 
aesthetics and literary criticism; Emerson, Thoreau and the New 
England Transcendentalists in religion and philosophy.39 
We know little about his reading pursuits during the interlude 
he spent in Canada from the last months of the Civil War to 1866, 
but in that year he began a series of letters to Jeanne Carr. From 
those that were preserved, as well as from other letters to friends, 
we have a better picture of Muir's reading interests from the time he 
left the Midwest up to his marriage in 1879. 
Muir read under difficult circumstances as an explorer and 
self-styled tramp between 1867 and 1879. Restricted to a backpack 
on his "thousand-mile walk" from Kentucky to Florida (1867-
1868), he still managed to carry, besides his journal, three pocket-
sized books: the New Testament, Bums' poetical works, and 
Milton's Paradise Lost.40 During his Yosemite years (1868-1873) 
he had ample reading time but limited resources. As a sheepherder 
he combined "reading and botanizing" in the high Sierra, relying 
mostly on friends and acquaintances to supply the reading matter. 
The Carrs continually cultivated his reading interests, 
recommending books and sending volumes he found hard to 
acquire locally.41 In 1872, after they moved to Oakland so that 
Professor Carr could join the faculty at the recently established 
University of California, they mailed him a book by Charles Lyell, 
probably Students Elements of Geology, published by Harper the 
same year. Wanda had the book, complete with Muir's endnotes, in 
her possession before she died, but it has since disappeared.42 
Presumably it was Muir's first personal copy of Lyell, but certainly 
not his first exposure to the uniformitarian theory that . . ' 
revolutionized geology after 1833. 
When he first read Darwin is unclear; it may have been in 
1867, as Roderick Nash claims after reviewing Muir's evolutionary 
reflections in The Thousand Mile Walk. 43 Or it may have been as 
late as 1871, when he received from John D. Runkle, the founder of 
M.I.T., a volume of Darwin- probably either Origin of the Species 
or The Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication, both 
published earlier, rather than The Descent of Man which came out 
in England that same year.44 Whatever book it was it eventually 
disappeared, for none of Darwin's major works appear on the list of 
books Muir had at his death. 
In 1871 Emerson visited Muir in Yosemite Valley and later 
sent him a copy of his own Prose Works- the copy that now 
resides at the Beineke Library in Yale- as well as a book by 
Swedenborg's American disciple, Sampson Reed.45 He read the 
Emerson volume with relish but, if his meager notes are any 
indication, gave the other a more cautious perusal. 
Another friend, Elvira Hutchings, wife of a hotel proprietor 
and promoter in Yosemite Valley, loaned him "all the books I 
want," he wrote Mrs. Carr, resisting her efforts to bring hini down 
from the mountains. "These, with my notes and maps, will fill my 
winter hours, if my eyes do not fail, and, not that you see my whole 
position, I think that you would not call me to the excitements and 
distracting novelites of civilization."46 Elvira's library may have 
included works by Hawthorne, which by the fall of 1870 Muir was 
quoting in letters to Mrs. Carr,47 as well as books by Dickens and 
poems by Tennyson, both among the most popular British authors 
in America at mid-century.48 
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From Oakland school superintendent J. B. McChesney, 
whom he had guided through Yosemite in 1870, Muir acquired 
his first volumes by John Ruskin, the brilliant Oxford professor 
and critic, greatly admired in England.49 His organic view of 
nature reinforced Muir's own empirical observations in the high 
Sierra. But Ruskin's formalist aesthetics Muir vigorously 
disputed. "When I read such heresy as Ruskin's mountain gloom 
and mountain evil and mountain devil," he told McChesney, "and 
the unwholesomeness of mountain beauty as everyday bread, I 
wish I were a preacher."50 Later, while working on the Stickeen 
story, he immersed himself in Ruskin but still found his views 
unsettling. His daughter Wanda remembered that he "read Ruskin 
a good deal but usually got mad."51 One passage on Darwin's 
theory of natural selection made him livid, a lecture in which 
Ruskin told his audience: "very positively I can say to you that I 
have never heard yet one logical argument in its favor, and I have 
heard, and read, many that were beneath contempt." Muir's 
endnote retorted: "Don't tum up yr nose at Darwin. He loved 
truth as devoutedly as you & with even more self-denial."52 
With the help of a widening circle of friends, and between 
interludes of herding, logging, guiding tourists and exploring, he 
managed riot only to keep up a vigorous reading agenda but also 
to acquire the makings of a small personal library, stored in a 
cabin in Yosemite Valley. That library grew significantly after 
1880, when his marriage to Louie Strentzel turned his attention to 
horticulture and family life in Alhambra Valley. The adjustment 
was at first interrupted by three Alaska trips, but in the fall of 
1881, back from the Co1win cruise, Muir stopped his 
perambulations and took up the trappings of a rruit' farmer. ' This 
bucolic interlude lasted for nearly a decade, during which he 
began to buy books in earnest and after which he continued to 
add books to his library at an accelerating pace. 53 
The significance of Muir's personal library has been largely 
overlooked since Muir's death. The unpublished inventory of his 
estate, prepared by his daughters evidently for probate purposes,54 
listed, shelf-by-shelf, the volumes in the second-floor room of the · 
"Big House" -now known as the Muir-Strentzel Home- which 
Muir used as a study. A few months after probate the two heirs 
worked out a private agreement dividing the books. Helen, the 
younger of Muir's two children, took 280 volumes to the Mojave 
Desert at Daggett, where she had settled with her husband Buel 
Funic ~ 
Most ofiVJ:uir's library remained in northern California with 
his elder daughfer Wanda. She and her husband Thomas Hanna, 
a civil engineer whom she had met while attending the University 
of California at Berkeley, were living in the old adobe on the 
Muir-Strentzel property at the time of Muir's death. They moved 
to Crockett when the estate was sold, taking part of Muir's books 
with them but leaving most of Wanda's share in storage in the 
"big house" until it was also sold in the early 1920s. Then the 
books and bookcases were i:noved up Alhambra Valley about a 
mile to Dr. Strentzel's old home, which the Hannas in the 
meantime had taken up as their family residence.55 
The divided collection remained in family hands until the 
early 1970s, out of sight and mind of most Muir scholars. Not 
even Bade or his successor as literary executor, Linnie Marsh 
Wolfe, paid much attention to Muir's·library. In 1942, just as 
Wolfe was wrapping up her research for Muir's biography 
(published in 1945 as Son of the Wilderness), Wanda died, leaving 
her five children to decide the fate of her share of Muir's collection. 
Richard, the youngest male and a lover of good books, waived his 
share of other property in exchange for the bulk of the book 
collectibn. Along with them came the two Victorian bookcases 
Muir and his father-in-law had ordered built by a San Francisco 
firm. A few years after the family deposited most of Muir's 
personal papers at the Holt-Atherton Library in 1970, Richard 
donated his grandfather's books and bookcases to the Holt-
Atherton. In meantime, Walter Muir and his brother Stanley, 
representing Helen's side of the family and not knowing what 
Richard had done, donated most of what remained of their portion 
of Muir's personal library to the Huntington Library in 1973. 
Thus the bulk of the books Muir had at his death reside in two 
separate West Coast repositories 400 miles apart - a minor 
inconvenience considering the significance of the deposits. The 
opening of these two collections, plus the publication in microform 
of Muir's journals, correspondence and manuscripts in 1986, have 
together opened broad new channels of scholarly investigation, not 
only to the writing ofStickeen but to every facet of Muir's personal 
and professional history. 
No records have been located to determine the sequence or 
extent of Muir's library acquisitions, but publishing dates and 
handwritten notations provide some clues. The rough inventory 
prepared by his two daughters at his death listed about I ,600 
volumes, although the cryptic margin notes on the list and the lack 
of bibliographic details make it impossible to be more precise either 
with numbers or tities. 
While a fully annotated bibliography of Muir's library is yet 
to be compiled and published, some tentative conclusions can be 
drawn from the work already completed. First, over 200 of the 
1,600 listed in 1915 have disappeared without a trace. Some were 
given away. In 1926, for example, Helen gave volume one of 
Emerson's Prose Works- chock full of Muir's handwritten notes 
on the end pages -to a friend, who eventually turned it over to 
Yale University. Today it resides in Beinecke Library. Whatever 
happened to the second Emerson volume is unknown. By the time 
Helen died in 1964 her share of the collection had shrunk to about 
230 volumes. 
Second, not all the books on the 1915 list were originally 
acquired by Muir. Part of the library came from the Strentzels. Dr. 
John Strentzel was a Polish emigre who came to the Alhambra 
Valley from Texas in 1853.56 A pjlysician as well as a pioneer 
horticu1turalist, he acquired a sizeable number of scientific and 
agricultural books during the course of his multi-faceted career. His 
wife Louisiana had a strong religious bent- apparently Methodist 
-and collected tract literature for the family library. Her daughter 
"Louie," following the same inclination, added hymnals and other 
pieties to the bookshelves. The exact number of Strentzel books 
inherited by the Muir family cannot be determined, but at least 80 
volumes on the 1915 inventory- some identified by inscription 
and others by content- must have come from that source. 
Third, not all the books Muir acquired were part of his 
working library. The 1915 list can be divided by source and 
function. Many books he received as gifts from authors, editors, 
contributors, and admirers. Others he purchased. The gift books 
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can generally be identified by inscription or bookplate. Some 
were read with relish, as were those Muir acquired from David 
Douglas, a publisher from Edinburgh who befriended Muir 
during the latter's nostalgic return trip to Scotland in 1893. 
Others were politely acknowledged and shelved after only a quick 
scan if read at all . Even some books Muir purchased he didn't 
use himself, although they ended up in his library. Grammars, 
family bibles, children's books, cookbooks and other household 
references fall into this category. In all, out of the 1,600 volumes 
on the 1915list, at least 350 had little practical value or literary 
interest to Muir. 
Deducting all the non-utilitarian volumes, what remains is 
Muir's working library, a well exercised- even dog-eared before 
restoration- collection of some I ,250 books. Most Muir 
acquired after 1880, when home, family, wealth and more time 
for reading made book acquisition and storage practical. Some of 
the missing volumes are doubtless lost forever to the Muir 
scholar. They can be identified only by inference from evidence 
provided by the 1915 list. Among the extant books within this 
core collection are nearly 70 reference books that he frequently 
consulted- dictionaries, grammars, bio-bibliographic references, 
encyclopedias, government reports, etc. At one time, for 
example, he had at his fingertips at least thirteen of the fifty 
volumes of the National Cyclopedia of American Biography. 
These reference works are important clues to help interpret 
Muir's writing methodology, but they are not as valuable to the 
Muir scholar as the literary core, the favorite volumes of a 
classical bibliophile: works that contain much of the best oflate 
18th- and 19th-century British and Arnerica.<literature, poetry, 
science, philosophy and history. More than 40% are covered 
with holographic marginalia and endnotes that point like psychic 
roadmaps to Muir's reading interests and sources of inspiration. 
The quantity and quality of this handwritten evidence is 
unusually rich compared to the extant libraries of other famous 
literary figures.57 
The frequency distribution table that follows, compiled 
from publication dates in the core collection, shows that Muir's 
pace of book acquisition increased during his later years. 
Publication Date Number Frequency 
(by percentage of whole) 
Before 1868 14.6 14.6 
1869-1879 14.0 28.6 
1880-1889 12.9 41.5 
1890-1897 24.4 65.9 
1898-1914 34.1 100 
Many books published before 1880- and perhaps some 
after that date- Muir acquired second-hand, so the table must be 
used with caution. But at least it shows an accelerating rate of 
acquisition after 1880, with a remarkable doubling of the rate in 
the seven-year period just before the publication of "An 
Adventure with a Dog on a Glacier" in the fall of 1897. Over 100 
volumes, or more than eight percent of the books in his core 
library, contain notes on Stickeen. This is a significant indicator 
of Muir's methodology while the dog story was being written, and it 
provides a clue to help understand why writing the dog story proved 
so difficult. 
(Photo courtesy of John Muir Papers, Holt-Atherton 
Department of Special Collections, University of the Pacific 
Library. Copyright 1984 by Muir-Hanna Trust) 
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James Eastman Shone Collection ofMuiriana 
By Janene Ford, University of the Pacific 
It is always exciting and gratifying to make a contact that 
leads to acquiring an important new research collection - and 
even mo"re so when the collection is associated with John Muir. 
Such is the case with The James Eastman Shone Collection of 
Muiriana. 
Quite out of the blue, James Eastman Shone and his wife 
Lorraine Shone walked into Holt-Atherton Special Collections 
with their friends Mr. and Mrs. Bill Whipple. Very modestly, Jim 
introduced himself as a relative of John Muir, a descendant of 
John Muir's sister Sarah Muir Galloway, and grandson of Sarah's 
daughter Anna Galloway Eastman. 
We invited the Shones and Whipples into our Reading 
Room to view John Muir's bookcases, library and desk. We 
talked about the contents and the preservation of the John Muir 
Papers, and showed them some of the materials. It was explained 
to them how we assist researchers and how the microfilm edition 
of The John Muir Papers has made Muir scholarship possible at 
other locations throughout the world. 
Jim Shone mentioned that he had things in his possession 
that belonged at one time to John Muir. They were passed down 
through the generations of the family, finally passing to Jim 
Shone from his mother Marjorie Eastman Shone. He expressed 
his concern about what would become of them in the future. We 
discussed the possibility of him placing them in Holt-Atherton 
Special Collections at the University of the Pacific Library. 
Shone, who had recently retired, was not ready to part with his 
collection at the time, but he fully appreciated the importance of 
placing it where it would be. IJreserved. and protected. .. . 
Unfortunately, just months later, he passed away- but not before 
he had the foresight to provide for the disposition of this 
collection. Lorraine Shone boxed 
up the collection, and it was hand-
delivered to the library by Bill 
Whipple. 
James Eastman Shone had 
worked for Cal Trans for 32 years. 
That is where he met fellow 
employee, and later his wife, 
. Lorraine. Jim Shone inherited some 
of the Muir family traits, such as his 
interest in the natural world - rocks, 
birds, mountains, wildlife, stars. He 
was a member and supporter of 
several causes to protect the 
environment. He also had an 
aptitude for mechanics. 
with religious hymns and quotes, signed and dated 1831-34, 
some lace or needlework tracings, and some drawings in a book 
signed Anne Gilrye, 1849. (These items are part of the James 
Eastman Shone Collection.) 
Daniel sailed ahead with Sarah, John and David. In 
Wisconsin the four of them faced the hardships and shared the 
wonders of the new world together as they prepared a home in 
the wilds for the rest of the family. Sarah, who was just thirteen 
years old, took on the responsibility of being the homemaker 
until Anne and the other children followed. Sarah grew up in 
hurry, and from this time forward, lived a life of service and 
devotion to her family 
After Sarah's marriage to the young Scottish immigrant 
David Galloway, they moved into Fountain Lake Farm, when 
Daniel Muir moved his family to Hickory Hill Farm. She and 
David had four children, first Anna, then George, and later 
Jeannie Cecelia and Gracie. After John Muir left his home to 
show his inventions at the fair in Madison, and then to attend the 
University of Wisconsin, he made his home with Sarah and 
David. One of Muir's original drawings of the clock mechanism 
~or his. student desk was left with Sarah. (It is one of the unique 
Items m the James Eastman Shone Collection.) Muir returned to 
Sarah's home when he recovered from the accident which 
temporarily blinded him in 1866. 
As Muir ventured further and further into the world he sent 
home precious ferns and plant specimens that Sarah kept for him. 
Distance only separated them physically - they maintained their 
closeness in correspondence. While Sarah's world was pretty 
much confined to home and family in Wisconsin, she was able to 
follow John through his travels in her imagination. In tum, he 
looked to her for comfort and support and shared his innermost 
thoughts with her. 
In 1885, while he was visiting the family in Wisconsin, John 
went through the things that Sarah 
had been keeping for him. He 
wrote home to his wife Louie, "I 
found the plants from Florida and 
the South in good condition and 
have had a grand overhauling of 
them and repacking for Cal. Also 
the wooden clock and some other 
traps of queer construction, some 
of which I will bring with me, with 
old drawings letters, etc." 
There had always been a 
special bond between John and 
Sarah Muir. She was only two years 
old when John was born. Sarah 
James Eastman Shone 
(photo courtesy of the Holt-Atherton Collections) 
John Muir's plans to ship his 
things were sidetracked when their 
father's illness took him to 
Daniel's bedside. Many of John's 
things remained in Wisconsin with 
Sarah. Later, after the death of 
their mother, Sarah moved to 
Martinez to be close to John and 
Louie. David Muir with his 
family, and their sister Margaret 
and her older sister Margaret rivaled 
for who would be the "little mother" 
to John. Sarah claimed him for herself, and their closeness was to 
last throughout their lives. · 
When the Muir's left Scotland for America in 1849, they 
brought trunks and boxes of personal belongings to begin their 
new life in the Wisconsin wilderness. Among some of the things 
John's mother Anne packed, were some of her personal papers 
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Muir Reid and her family had 
already established themselves in Martinez. Some of the Muir 
and Galloway things remained in Wisconsin in the care of 
younger sister Annie. After Annie's death, her twin Mary packed 
up and shipped the remaining things to family members 
Sarah's daughter and her husband Hiram Eastman had 
moved to Oregon. After Hiram's death, Anna made her home in 
Pacific Grove in 1904, and Sarah joined the household to help 
care for Anna's two children, Kenneth and Marjorie Eastman. 
David Muir also retired to Pacific Grove. There they lived out 
the rest of their lives in this coastal community. Sarah lived to 
the age of ninety-six. 
Because Sarah lived so long, and had the longest and 
closest memories of her famous brother, her help and advice were 
solicited by Muir biographers. William Frederick Bade paid 
Sarah this tribute inscribed in a copy of his book for her: "To 
Sarah Muir Galloway whose sisterly sympathy was a noble part 
of the greatness of John Muir and who will live in his fame 
beside him for generations to come. " 
Anna died just a few years after her mother, leaving this 
collection of materials to her daughter Marjorie. It is fortunate 
and quite remarkable that the Muir family managed to save and 
preserve these treasured letters, photographs, and memorabilia-
through several generations. Among the materials in this 
collection are a Bible that John gave to Sarah in 1860, and a copy 
of Asa Gray's book on botany, dated 1866. There are over 100 
original drawings by John Muir in the Shone Collection as well 
as twenty-four letters written by John Muir dated 1874-l913. 
The University of the Pacific is grateful to James and 
Lorraine Shone for the gift of this collection which will be 
preserved and maintained for research use. A finding aid for 
"The James Eastman Shone Collection" and a brochure 
describing the collection are on file in Holt-Atherton Special 
Collections. Copies may be requested by calling 209-946-2404. 
Holt-Atherton Special Collections 
University of the Pacific Library 
3601 Pacific Avenue 
Stockton, CA 95211 
Phone (209) 946-2404 
http://library.uop.edu 
Sarah Muir Galloway 
(photo courtesy of the Holt-Atherton Special Collections) 
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Costs are a problem everywhere, especially in academia today. 
We can only continue publishing and distributing this modest 
newsletter through support from our readers. By becoming a 
member of the John Muir Center, you will be assured of 
receiving the Newsletter for a full year. You will also be kept on 
our mailing list to receive information on the biennial California 
History Institute and other events and opportunities sponsored by 
the John Muir Center. 
Please join us by completing the following form and 
returning it, along with a $15 check made payable to The John 
Muir Center for Environmental Studies, University of the Pacific, 
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 95211. 
,-----------------------------------------------~ 
1 I 
1 y es, I want ta join tlze Joh:z ilf uir Ce:tter r.nd coutinue 1 
1 I 
J to receive the John Muir Newsletter. Enclosed is J 
J $15 for a one-year-membership. Use this form to l 
I renew your current membership. Outside U.S.A. add l 
$4.00 for postage. I 
Name .... ... .. .. .. .. ......... ... ......... ..... ..... ... ...... .... .... ......... .... ...... .... . 
Institution/ Affiliation ... .. ....... ... ...... ... ........ ....... .... ...... .... .. ...... . . 
Mailing address & zip code ............ .. .......... ......... .. .. ...... ...... .. . .. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
1-----------------------------------------------J 
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